
CASE NO. 822-S-15 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM #3 
May 19, 2016

 
Petitioner:   Nick Brian, d.b.a. Greenside Lawn Care 
 
Request: Authorize a Special Use Permit for a Contractor’s Facility (with or 
 without outdoor storage and/or outdoor operations) and an office that 
 contains a dwelling unit that is not used as a dwelling in addition to an 
 existing single family dwelling in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District. 

 
Location: A tract of land comprised of Lot 1 of Meadow Ridge Subdivision in the  
  Southwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of Section 17 of Township  
  20 North, Range 8 East of the Third Principal Meridian in Hensley  
  Township and commonly known as the contractor business Greenside  
  Lawn Care, located at 707 CR 2200 North, Champaign, Illinois. 

Site Area: 11.09 acres 

Time Schedule for Development:  Already in use 
 

Prepared by: Susan Chavarria  
  Senior Planner 
 
  John Hall  
  Zoning Administrator 

 
STATUS 

 
The purpose of Supplemental Memorandum #3 is to summarize information received since the last 
hearing on February 25, 2016. Please refer to the corresponding sections below. 
 
1. The Petitioners and their Attorney were notified by letter on March 2, 2016 of information and 
 documentation requested by ZBA members and staff at that hearing, as follows: 

• Revised site plan with more details 
• Answers to questions regarding: use of the proposed shed; annual breakdown of salt deliveries; 

employment figures by month; firm hours of operation; and any changes in plans since the 
hearing 

• Documentation from the State Fire Marshall regarding inspection and approval of the fuel tanks 
by the existing shed 

• Documentation from Illinois Capital Development Board Accessibility Specialist noting any 
accessibility concerns 

• Permission to change the Special Use case description to replace “caretaker’s dwelling” with “an 
office that contains a dwelling unit but that is not used as a dwelling” 

• Any letters/complaints received from neighbors about the uses on the property 
 
2. In addition, staff sought more information from the Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation 
 District on the waterway that had been improved and later filled in by Mr. Brian.   
 
3. Neighbors contacted the Zoning Department on March 29, 2016, April 21, 2016, and May 5, 2016 to 
 communicate concerns. Please see below for more information on the concerns and Mr. Brian’s 
 response. 
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4.  Neighbors Jeff and Sarah Carpenter submitted a number of documents via an email received May 19, 
 2016. Those documents are provided as Attachment K to this memo. 
 
REVISED SITE PLAN 
 
The Revised Site Plan received May 9, 2016 indicates the following additional information, which will 
be added to the Summary of Evidence: 

• A proposed 80 feet by 112 feet shed located 30 feet from the east property line; 
• A proposed 30 feet by 80 feet concrete parking area on the west side of the proposed shed;  
• Additional gravel area to the west of the proposed concrete parking area;  
• A proposed 4-6 foot evergreen line of trees to partially screen the east and south property lines; 
• The approximate location of the waterway in the southwest corner of the property; 
• The approximate location of the existing gas pipeline; and 
• Outdoor lighting at 4 locations on the proposed shed. 

 
PROPOSED SHED USE, EMPLOYEES, HOURS OF OPERATION 
 
Staff received an email on May 16, 2016 from Matt Deering, Attorney for Mr. Brian, with the following 
information: 

• “New shed will be used primarily to house/store a farm tractor, farm field cultivator and sprayer.  
However, Nick would also like to store some personal ATVs, a personal lawn mower, and snow 
plows when not being used (i.e., out of season for the snow removal business).” 
 

• Regarding annual estimates for salt delivery and loading for winter weather events: 
o “2 or 3 semi loads of sale per year delivered to the salt/mulch bin.” 
o “Night time loading for winter weather events has been about 4-5 times in the past few 

years, but always depends on the number and severity of weather events.” 
 

• Regarding estimated workdays extending past 10 pm: 
o Lawn care workday: “Does not extend past 10 pm” 
o Snow removal/de-icing workday: “Again, depends on weather events, but in any case 

workers are only on site to get equipment to use off site.” 
 

• Regarding estimated workdays starting before 7 am: 
o Lawn care workday: “Only a day or two per month at 6:30 to get ahead of incoming rain, 

or to catch-up after rain.” 
o Snow removal/de-icing workday: “Again, depends on weather events.” 

 
• Regarding number of employees, listed by month: “2 full time and 3 part time.  Part time work 

consistently during mowing months, and typically 2 days a week during snow removal months, 
again, depending on weather.  Nick does not foresee ever having more than 6 employees.” 
 

• Based on existing and potential demand, identify firm hours of operation for the lawn care and 
snow removal business: “Subject to adjustments based upon weather events, 7am to 5pm is 
standard for lawn care.  Snow removal is dictated more to us by weather events.  However, we 
generally load trucks and ready equipment during the daytime.  Then afterhours is primarily 
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limited to workers picking up equipment.  However, in particularly bad winter weather events, 
trucks may require reloading during the night.” 

 
• Identify any changes you have made or plan to make based on testimony from the first hearing: 

“Lights on existing shed have been replaced with compliant lamps, and standard lawn care start 
time will be bumped to 7 from 6:30.  The proposed new shed has also been turned so that doors 
face west, away from the Carpenter property.” 
 

FUEL TANKS 
 
Mr. Brian contacted Daniel Starks with the State Fire Marshal’s office regarding the above-ground fuel 
tanks located next to the salt storage unit. Mr. Starks said that the above ground fuel tanks required an 
inspection once installed, but not after that. Staff followed up with Mr. Starks by phone, and he said that 
the fuel tanks passed inspection and no further action is necessary. 
 
ACCESSIBILITY COMPLIANCE 
 
Mr. Brian contacted Felicia Burton, Accessibility Specialist with the Illinois Capital Development Board. 
On April 7, 2016, staff verified with Ms. Burton that his shed housing the lawn business does not have to 
meet Illinois Accessibility Code requirements because no customers come to the facility. 
 
CHANGE IN SPECIAL USE PERMIT DESCRIPTION 
 
Staff requested that the Special Use case description be changed to replace “caretaker’s dwelling” with 
“an office that contains a dwelling unit but that is not used as a dwelling.”  Mr. Brian agreed to that 
change with staff via phone on April 7, 2016. 
 
WATERWAY IMPROVEMENT 
 
Jonathon Manuel, Resource Conservationist with the Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation 
District, provided more information via email received May 10, 2016 about the improvements made to 
the waterway traversing the subject property.  
 
Jonathan believes the land that received improvements was sold without the Farm Service’s knowledge. 
He stated that maintenance responsibilities are no longer under contract, so the owners are not required to 
maintain the waterway or other improvements. However, he recommends keeping the grass waterway 
due to the amount of water moving through the property.  
 
NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERNS 
 
Neighbors contacted the Zoning Department on March 29, 2016, April 21, 2016, and May 5, 2016 with 
the following complaints: 

• March 29: A large pile of mulch was delivered on Thursday, 3/24 and has been sitting outside 
rather than being stored in the lean-to (salt is still being stored in the lean-to). There are also two 
pieces of machinery (loader and a box scraper) that have been sitting on the Brian property for a 
couple of weeks. 
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• April 21: Another load of mulch was delivered today. The last delivery sat outside for 3 weeks. 
There is still salt in the storage bin. There is also a smaller pile of brush/clippings that might or 
might not be from the property and another small pile of gravel with an orange ring resting on it. 

• May 5: The neighbor believes the dwelling unit in the shed is being lived in for the last month or 
so by one of Mr. Brian’s employees. 

 
Regarding the delivery and storage of mulch outside the salt/mulch storage shed, Mr. Brian stated by 
phone on May 6, 2016 that there is still salt in the bin. He has agreed to screen items stored outdoors with 
evergreens along the east and part of the south property lines. 
 
Regarding the occupancy of the shed’s dwelling unit by an employee, Mr. Brian stated by phone on May 
6, 2016 that no one is living in the dwelling unit, and that staff is welcome to come visit the property. 
 
DOCUMENTS FROM JEFF AND SARAH CARPENTER, ATTORNEY CARL WEBBER 
 
Staff received an email with a number of attachments from Jeff and Sarah Carpenter on May 19, 2016. 
Attachment K includes the email and the following documents:  

• Cover letter dated May 18, 2016 
• Two photos 
• Letter from the Carpenters to the Brians, dated March 21, 2016 
• Letter from Bryan Bradshaw, former owner of the Carpenter property, dated August 11, 2010 
• Appraisal of Carpenter property by James H Webster, MAI, SRA dated March 21, 2016 

 
Given the timing of the submittal, staff has not had time to provide any analysis of these documents. It 
can generally be noted that the Carpenters are against the level of activity noted at the Brian lawncare 
business, additional growth of the lawncare business, and construction of the proposed shed. The 
appraiser notes that the Carpenter’s property values have decreased by $30,000 due to the activity and 
uses on the Brian property. 
 
Staff received a letter from Attorney Carl Webber on May 19, 2016, which challenges the Petitioners’ 
previous statement that the Covenants of the Meadow Ridge Subdivision would allow their requested 
construction and use. This letter is provided as Attachment L. 

 
PROPOSED SPECIAL CONDITIONS TO DATE  
 
Staff proposes the following special conditions.  Previous Special Condition B regarding compliance 
with the Illinois Accessibility Code has been removed based on new evidence. 
 
A.       *NEW* This Special Use Permit is for a “lawn care and snow removal” Contractor’s Facility 

(with  outdoor storage and/or outdoor operations as noted on the site plan) and an office 
that contains a dwelling unit that is not used as a dwelling. 

 
  The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
   To ensure as much as possible that the Special Use Permit is conducted in  

  conformance with the testimony and evidence presented in the public hearing. 
 
B. *NEW* The Special Use Permit cannot be conveyed to a different owner. 
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  The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
   To ensure that the Special Use Permit only applies to the applicant Nicholas  

  Brian who has provided the testimony and evidence presented in the public  
  hearing. 

 
C. In the event that the Contractor’s Facility ceases to exist, the right to a second dwelling unit 

will become void. A Miscellaneous Document must be filed with the Recorder of Deeds 
within one month of approval of this Special Use Case so that a prospective buyer will be 
alerted to that requirement. 

 
 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That the proposed Special Use complies with the Zoning Ordinance regarding 

 number of dwellings allowed on a property. 
 

 
D. The Zoning Administrator shall not authorize a Zoning Use Permit Application or issue a 

Zoning Compliance Certificate on the subject property until the lighting  specifications in 
Paragraph 6.1.2.A. of the Zoning Ordinance have been met. 

  
  The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  That exterior lighting for the proposed Special Use meets the requirements   

 established for Special Uses in the Zoning Ordinance.  
  
E. A Change of Use Permit shall be applied for within 30 days of the approval of Case 822-S-

15 by the County Board.  
 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  The establishment of the proposed use shall be properly documented as required by the 

 Zoning Ordinance.   
 
F. Approval of the Special Use Permit limits its operations to the existing large shed, the 

existing salt shed, the existing parking and vehicle maneuvering area, the proposed shed, 
the proposed concrete and gravel parking areas adjacent to the proposed shed, and the 
house. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That any additional construction on the subject property only be for personal use and 

 not for expanding the Special Use. 
 
G. With the exception of vehicles being used for late night snow removal and deicing events, all 

vehicles, trailers, and equipment used in the Special Use Permit must be parked indoors 
when onsite between the hours of 10PM and 7AM. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  To comply with the Champaign County Nuisance Ordinance regarding noise impacts. 
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H. All Zoning Ordinance requirements for a Rural Home Occupation, except for the fuel tanks 
and ice melt and salt storage, apply to this Special Use Permit, except where other special 
conditions on the Special Use Permit are more restrictive. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That the Special Use is no more intensive than a Rural Home Occupation. 
 
I. Outdoor storage and operations for the Special Use are limited to only those that are 

specified on the approved site plan.  
 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 

 That activities approved under the Special Use Permit do not expand beyond the intent 
 of the Zoning Ordinance.  

 
J. Within six months of the approval of the Special Use Permit, a door must be installed on the 

salt storage shed that will be closed completely when the salt is not being accessed. 
 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That all storage and operations related to the Special Use are completely indoors. 
 
K. The petitioner must plant evergreen screening from the northeast property corner along the 

east lot line to screen the proposed shed and then westward to screen the south face of the 
proposed shed. The approved Site Plan must indicate the location of the evergreen 
screening. As per standard Department practice, a vegetative screen must (1) consist of an 
evergreen species and (2) the actual plants must be 2/3 of desired height at time of planting 
and (3) the selected evergreen species must provide 50% of the required screen within 2 
years and (4) if recommended spacing of a single row of the selected evergreen species will 
not provide 50% screen in 2 years, then screen must be planted in staggered rows. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  To promote public health, safety, and general welfare that is a purpose of the Zoning 

 Ordinance.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
A Request for information from staff after the February 25, 2016 public hearing, sent to the 

Petitioners March 2, 2016 
B Revised Site Plan received May 9, 2016 
C Documentation of requested information received May 16, 2016 
D Email from Felicia Burton received April 7, 2016 
E Email from Nick Brian regarding outdoor lighting received April April 8, 2016 
F Email from Jonathon Manuel received May 10, 2016 
G Comparison Table of proposed use – Special Use Permit and Rural Home Occupation regulations 

(previously distributed as Attachment A to Supplemental Memorandum #2 dated February 23, 
2016) 

H Draft minutes from February 25, 2016 ZBA meeting 
I Exhibit G from Letter of Opposition (with attachments) from Carl Webber, Attorney for the 

Carpenters, received February 22, 2016 and first distributed to ZBA on February 25, 2016 
J Letters of Support from the Stutsmans and the Myers, received February 25, 2016 
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K Email from Jeff and Sarah Carpenter received May 19, 2016, with attachments:  

• Cover letter dated May 18, 2016 
• Two photos 
• Letter from the Carpenters to the Brians, dated March 21, 2016 
• Letter from Bryan Bradshaw, former owner of the Carpenter property, dated August 11, 2010 
• Appraisal of Carpenter property by James H Webster, MAI, SRA dated March 21, 2016 

L Letter from Carl Webber, Attorney for the Carpenters, dated May 19, 2016 
M Revised Summary of Evidence dated May 19, 2016 
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Attachment A: Comparison of Proposed Use as Special Use Permit and as Rural Home Occupation

Proposed Use
as Proposed Contractor 
Facility (822-S-16) as Special Use Permit as Rural Home Occupation
accessory to the main 
residence and housed in an 
accessory structure

eligible as a contractor's facility with 
or without outdoor operations and 
storage in AG-1

Processes employed shall not create odor, 
dust, noise, gas, smoke, or vibration 
discernable at the property line other than of 
such a nature, quantity, intensity, duration, 
or time of occurrence customarily 
associated with AGRICULTURE.

changes to the exterior of the DWELLING 
or ACCESSORY BUILDING which would 
indicate that it is being utilized in whole or in 
part for any purpose other than that of a 
residential or farm BUILDING are prohibited

accessory use to a dwelling in AG-1

second dwelling unit in 
shed

petitioner uses for paperwork, 
family uses it for parties and 
play area; has kitchen and 
bathroom

allowed as caretaker's dwelling for 
a contractor's facility

only one dwelling per lot in AG-1

salt/ice melt (as 
hazardous material)

salt/ice melt stored in open 
building that is used for mulch 
in warmer seasons

only restricted by County Nuisance 
Ordinance

No storage of volatile liquid, flammable 
gases, hazardous material or explosives 
shall be permitted except as such might be 
kept for customary agricultural purposes in 
quantities and concentrations customarily 
found on farms

non-family employees 2 employees and 2 mowing 
crews (not quantifed)

may be limited as required by the 
ZBA

limited to two employees on premises and 
no more than 3 additional employees may 
report to the site for work performed off 
premises

fuel tanks 500 gallon dual wall tank 
storing diesel fuel and gasoline 
(Mr. Brian stated they are used 
for farm equipment)

may be limited as required by the 
ZBA

No storage of volatile liquid, flammable 
gases, hazardous material or explosives 
shall be permitted except as such might be 
kept for customary agricultural purposes in 
quantities and concentrations customarily 
found on farms.

non-farm motor vehicles 2 trucks for both business and 
personal use

only restricted by County Nuisance 
Ordinance

No more than 10 vehicles in total excluding 
patron or employee or owner personal 
vehicles but no more than 3 vehicles that 
are a truck tractor or vehicle with double 
axles; Type A screen required for more than 
4 vehicles if no more than 15,000 pounds 
each and Type D screen required for more 
than one vehicle of more than 15,000 
pounds gross weight or a combination 
vehicle and connected trailer of more than 
15,000 pounds gross weight.

equipment  2 tractors, 2 skid steers, and 3-
4 mowers

only restricted by County Nuisance 
Ordinance

No more than 10 vehicles and/or complete 
pieces of equipment may be stored outside; 
no limit on the number of equipment stored 
indoors

outdoor storage and 
screening

young evergreen trees 
surround the property; no 
fencing on property

A Type D SCREEN shall be located 
so as to obscure or conceal any 
part of any YARD used for outdoor 
STORAGE which is visible within 
1,000 feet from any point within the 
BUILDING RESTRICTION LINE of 
any lot occupied by a DWELLING 
conforming as to USE; Type D 
screen can be up to 8 feet tall.

same as SUP, but limited to side yards and 
rear yard

lawn care and                          
snow removal business
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exterior lighting lighting is already installed and 
is not full-cutoff

full-cutoff fixtures, with 
manufacturer's documentation of 
such, installed so as to minimize 
glare and light trespass onto 
adjacent properties; no lamps 
greater than 250 watts; locations 
and numbers of fixtures shall be 
indicated on the site plan
(including floor plans and building 
elevations) approved by the board

same as SUP

prohibited locations may be limited as required by the 
ZBA

an RHO is not authorized on lots fronting 
streets located wholly within a recorded 
subdivision or within 500 feet of a residential 
zoning DISTRICT
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Attachment H: Draft Minutes from 2/25/16 ZBA are provided separately in this mailing 
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REVISED DRAFT 05/19/16  

822-S-15 

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE, FINDING OF FACT 
AND FINAL DETERMINATION 

of 
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals 

Final Determination: {GRANTED/ GRANTED WITH SPECIAL CONDITIONS/ DENIED} 

Date: {February 25, 2016} 

Petitioners: Nicholas Brian, d.b.a. Greenside Lawn Care 

Request: 
 
 
 

Authorize a Special Use Permit for a Contractor’s Facility with or without 
outdoor storage and/or outdoor operations and an office that contains a dwelling 
unit that is not used as a dwelling in addition to an existing single family 
dwelling in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District 
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SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing conducted on 
February 25, 2016, the Zoning Board of Appeals of Champaign County finds that: 

1. Petitioner Nicholas Brian, d.b.a. Greenside Lawn Care, owns the subject property. 
 
2. The subject property is an 11.09 acre tract comprised of Lot 1 of Meadow Ridge Subdivision in 

the Southwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of Section 17 of Township 20 North, Range 8 
East of the Third Principal Meridian in Hensley Township and commonly known as the contractor 
business Greenside Lawn Care, located at 707 CR 2200 North, Champaign, Illinois. 

 
3. Regarding municipal extraterritorial jurisdiction and township planning jurisdiction: 

A.      The subject property is located within the one and one-half mile extraterritorial jurisdiction 
of the Village of Mahomet, a municipality with zoning. Municipalities with zoning do not 
have protest rights on Special Use Permits within their ETJ; however, they do receive 
notice of such  cases and they are invited to comment. 

  (1) Regarding the Village of Mahomet Comprehensive Plan: The Draft Village of  
   Mahomet Comprehensive Plan dated October 2015 shows the subject property in  
   the Agricultural future land use area. 
 

B.      The subject property is located within Hensley Township, which has a Plan Commission.  
Townships with Plan Commissions do not have protest rights on Special Use Permits; 
however, they do receive notice of such cases and they are invited to comment. 

 
GENERALLY REGARDING LAND USE AND ZONING IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY 
 
4. Land use and zoning on the subject property and in the vicinity adjacent to the subject property are 

as follows: 
A. The subject property is zoned AG-1 Agriculture and is in use as a single-family residence 

and lawncare business with an office that contains a dwelling unit that is not used as a 
dwellinga caretaker’s dwelling.  The lawncare business and contractor’s dwelling are not 
authorized without a Special Use Permit in the AG-1 Zoning District. 

B. The land surrounding the subject property is zoned AG-1 Agriculture. 

C. The subject property is bordered by agricultural production to the north and west, and 
single family residences to the east and south. 

 
D. The following nearby Rural Home Occupations (RHOs) are registered with the Zoning 

Department and can be seen on the Land Use Map in Attachment A: 
 (1) Dig-It Construction at 700 CR 2175 North; and 
 
 (2) Kevin Mitchaner’s trucking business at 745 CR 2175 North. 
 

GENERALLY REGARDING THE PROPOSED SPECIAL USE 

5. Regarding the site plan and operations of the proposed Special Use: 
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A. The Site Plan received December 17, 2015 indicates the following:  

(1)       A single family residence;  
 
(2) A shed with the following areas: 
 a. A 32 feet by 42 feet area on the west end with the following: 
  (a) An “open area” with a “kitchen area”, approximately 950 square  

  feet; 
 
  (b) A 10 feet by 10 feet utility room;  
 
  (c) A 10 feet by 10 feet bathroom; and 
 
  (d) A 12 feet by 16 feet office; and 
 
 b. A 60 feet by 64 feet area on the east end, used for both farm and Greenside 

 Lawn Care equipment storage. 
  
(3) A 20 feet by 18 feet shed with an opening facing south located east of the larger 

shed, used for ice melt/salt and mulch storage. 
 

B. A Final Plat of Subdivision received December 17, 2015 indicates the subject property as 
Lot 1 of the Meadow Ridge Subdivision, and also notes: 

 (1) A gas pipeline running through Lots 1 and 5: 
  (a) A Notice of Pipeline Impact Radius provided by the Zoning Administrator 

  to Nick Brian on May 12, 2010 stated “the subject property contains two  
  hazardous liquid (propane) pipelines located in a 50 feet wide easement that 
  is located in the western 270 feet of the property”.  

 
  (b) The Zoning Administrator determined that the property is exempt from the 

  building restrictions related to the pipeline impact radius, but not exempt  
  from the easement. 

 
(2) An 80 feet wide drainage easement running from the west side of the subject 

property to the southeast and continuing south onto Lots 4 and 5. 
 

C. A letter from Nick Brian received December 17, 2015 stated the following: 
 (1) His lawn care business consists of 2 employees with 2 mowing crews as well as 2 

 trucks and trailers and mowing and snow removal equipment; 
 
 (2) The business does not have customers coming and going out of their office and it is 

 strictly a place to park the equipment and work on it in the shed;  
 
 (3) Mr. Brian stores some of his farm equipment in the shed; 
 
 (4) The office area attached to the shed that is referred to as the second dwelling unit is 

 an office, bathroom, kitchen area with an open floor plan for his kids to enjoy; 
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 (5) Mr. Brian uses the office for paper work and the open area is where they have the 
 kids’ birthday parties along with family events, and the kids use it a lot to play in 
 with friends. 

 
D. A Site Plan showing additional information was received January 13, 2016 and indicates 

the following:  
 (1) All existing buildings above; 
 
 (2) A proposed 60 feet by 80 feet new shed approximately 85 feet from the east 

 property line, south of the existing shed;   
  
 (3) 2 to 3 existing parking spaces south of the 32 feet by 42 feet shed; 
 
 (4) An existing driveway that currently circles around the existing sheds and will 

 extend to the proposed new shed; 
 
 (5) A well southwest of the existing sheds; and 
 
 (6) A septic system east of the house.  
 
E. A Revised Site Plan was received May 9, 2016 and indicates the following existing and 

proposed structures: 
(1)       Existing features include: 
 a. A single family residence;  
 
 b. A shed with the following areas: 
  (a) A 32 feet by 42 feet area on the west end with the following: 
   i. An “open area” with a “kitchen area”, approximately 950  

   square  feet; 
 
   ii. A 10 feet by 10 feet utility room;  
 
   iii. A 10 feet by 10 feet bathroom; and 
 
   iv. A 12 feet by 16 feet office;  
 
  (b) A 60 feet by 64 feet area on the east end, used for both farm and  

  Greenside Lawn Care equipment storage; 
 
 c. A 20 feet by 18 feet shed with an opening facing south located east of the 

 larger shed, used for ice melt/salt and mulch storage; 
 
 d. A well west of the existing shed; 
 
 e. A septic system 75 feet southeast of the residence; 
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  f. The approximate location of the waterway in the southwest corner   

  of the property; and 
   
  g. The approximate location of the existing gas pipeline on the west half of the 

  property;  
  
(2)       Proposed features include: 

  a. An 80 feet by 112 feet proposed shed approximately 30 feet from the east  
  property line; 

 
  b. A 30 feet by 80 feet concrete parking area on the west side of the proposed 

  shed; 
 
  c. Additional gravel area to the west of the proposed concrete parking area; 
 
  d. A line of evergreen trees to screen the east property line between the  

  existing and proposed sheds and another line south of the proposed shed  
  extending enough to screen the existing and proposed sheds from the south 
  viewpoint; and 

 
  e. Outdoor lighting on the proposed shed: 2 on the west side and 2 on the  

  north side. 
 
F. The following information about employees and operations was received via email on May 

16, 2016 from Matt Deering, Attorney for Mr. Brian: 
 (1)  “New shed will be used primarily to house/store a farm tractor, farm field 

 cultivator and sprayer.  However, Nick would also like to store some personal 
 ATVs, a personal lawn mower, and snow plows when not being used (i.e., out of 
 season for the snow removal business).”  

 
 (2) Regarding annual estimates for salt delivery and loading for winter weather events,

 the Petitioner responded: 
  a. “2 or 3 semi loads of sale per year delivered to the salt/mulch bin.” 
   
  b. “Night time loading for winter weather events has been about 4-5 times in  

  the past few years, but always depends on the number and severity of  
  weather events.” 

  
 (3) Regarding estimated workdays extending past 10 pm, the Petitioner responded: 
  a. Lawn care workday: “Does not extend past 10 pm” 
  
  b. Snow removal/de-icing workday: “Again, depends on weather events, but in 

  any case workers are only on site to get equipment to use off site.” 
 
 (4) Regarding estimated workdays starting before 7 am, the Petitioner responded: 
  a. Lawn care workday: “Only a day or two per month at 6:30 to get ahead of  

  incoming rain, or to catch-up after rain.” 
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  b. Snow removal/de-icing workday: “Again, depends on weather events.” 
 
 (5) Regarding number of employees, the Petitioner responded: “2 full time and 3 part 

 time.  Part time work consistently during mowing months, and typically 2 days a 
 week during snow removal months, again, depending on weather.  Nick does not 
 foresee ever having more than 6 employees.” 

 
 (6) Regarding hours of operation, based on existing and potential demand, the 

 Petitioner responded: “Subject to adjustments based upon weather events, 7am to 
 5pm is standard for lawn care.  Snow removal is dictated more to us by weather 
 events.  However, we generally load trucks and ready equipment during the 
 daytime.  Then afterhours is primarily limited to workers picking up equipment.  
 However, in particularly bad winter weather events, trucks may require reloading 
 during the night.” 

 
 (7) Regarding changes made since the February 26, 2016 public hearing, the Petitioner 

 responded: “Lights on existing shed have been replaced with compliant lamps, and 
 standard lawn care start time will be bumped to 7 from 6:30.  The proposed new 
 shed has also been turned so that doors face west, away from the Carpenter 
 property.” 

 
G. Regarding employees at the subject property, the Petitioner testified the following at the 

February 25, 2016 public hearing: 
 (1) Mr. Brian stated that he has two full-time employees and the other three employees 

 are seasonal.  He said that the two full-time employees run the two mowing crews 
 and usually there is only one other person with that full-time employee.  He said 
 that much like the previous case tonight, his operation is very seasonal.  He said 
 that this winter has been very slow but during the last two previous winters were 
 busy times.  He said that unfortunately in his type of business he cannot afford to 
 pay a lot of full-time employees. 

 
 (2) Mr. Brian stated that during the mowing season there would be no more than four 

 or five employees and during the snow season the employees meet at the jobsite but 
 it depends upon the weather. 

 
 (3) Mr. Brian stated that his head employees and the two full-time employees always 

 meet at the shop because they are the ones that drive the vehicles and the 
 equipment to the jobsite.  He said that generally during the lawn care season the 
 crew will meet at the shop but during the snow removal season the seasonal 
 employees will meet the full-time employees at the jobsite. 

 
H. Regarding the scope of business operations, the following testimony was provided at the 

February 25, 2016 public hearing: 
  (1) Mr. Webber asked Mr. Brian is he is willing to limit the types of work, amount of  
   work or size of the buildings.  He asked Mr. Brian if he is willing to limit the future 
   of his business to the scope that he is currently operating. 
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   a. Mr. Brian responded yes. He said that as the property stands he is limited  
    on land, due to the pipeline, and nothing to the west of him can ever be built 
    upon due to the amount of separation that is required from the pipeline.  He 
    said that he is not violating any rules by the number of full-time employees 
    that he has for the business. He said that he does not believe that he is  
    violating any rules regarding buildings either as currently he only has one  
    shed. 
    

 
 
I. The following are previous Zoning Use Permits on the subject property: 
 (1) Permit #126-10-02 was approved on May 11, 2010 for construction of a single 

 family home with attached garage; this is the shed with the dwelling unit. No 
 Zoning Compliance Certificate was issued for this permit. 

 
 (2) Permit #152-12-02 was approved on June 8, 2012 for construction of a single 

 family  residence with attached garage with a condition that the existing single 
 family home (in the shed) must be decommissioned (kitchen or bath must be  
 removed) prior to the issuance of a Zoning Compliance Certificate. No Zoning 
 Compliance Certificate was issued for this permit. 

 
J. Previous Permits in the area include: 
 (1) Permit #58-07-03 was approved for 700 CR 2175 North on May 8, 2007 for 

 construction of a detached storage shed to be used for an excavating business 
 (Permit #73-07-01RHO). 

 
 (2) Permit #73-07-01RHO was approved for 700 CR 2175 North on May 8, 2007 for 

 the Rural Home Occupation Dig It of Champaign, Inc.   
 
 (3) Permit #174-04-01 was approved for 745 CR 2175 North on June 30, 2004 for 

 construction of a garage attached to the residence. 
 
 (4) Permit #312-99-02 was approved for 745 CR 2175 North on November 8, 1999 for 

 construction of a detached storage shed. 
 (5) Permit #350-08-01 was approved for 745 CR 2175 North on January 1, 2009 

 for placement of an above ground swimming pool. 
 
 (6) Permit #350-08-02RHO was approved for 745 CR 2175 North on January 15, 2009 

 for establishing a Rural Home Occupation. Special conditions for approval limited 
 number of employees and the number and storage of vehicles on the property.    

   
 (7) Permit #257-09-02 was approved for 745 CR 2175 North on September 23, 2009 

 for construction of an addition to a detached building. 
 
K.  Previous Zoning Cases in the area include: 
 (1) Case 655-S-09 was approved on December 17, 2009 for a Kennel. 
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GENERALLY REGARDING SPECIFIC ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
6. Regarding authorization for contractors’ facilities both with and without outdoor operations and 

storage in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning DISTRICT in the Zoning Ordinance:  
 A. Section 4.2.1.C. states that it shall be unlawful to erect or establish more than one MAIN  
  or PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE or BUILDING per LOT or more than one PRINCIPAL  
  USE per LOT in the AG-I, Agriculture Zoning District. 

 
B. Section 5.2: Table of Authorized Principal Uses states that Contractors Facilities (with no 

outdoor STORAGE nor outdoor OPERATIONS) can be established with a Special Use 
Permit in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District. 

 
C. Subsection 6.1 contains standard conditions that apply to all SPECIAL USES, standard 

conditions that may apply to all SPECIAL USES, and standard conditions for specific 
types of SPECIAL USES. Relevant requirements from Subsection 6.1 are as follows: 
(1) Paragraph 6.1.2 A. indicates that all Special Use Permits with exterior lighting shall 

be required to minimize glare on adjacent properties and roadways by the following 
means: 
a. All exterior light fixtures shall be full-cutoff type lighting fixtures and shall 

be located and installed so as to minimize glare and light trespass.  Full 
cutoff means that the lighting fixture emits no light above the horizontal 
plane.   

 
b. No lamp shall be greater than 250 watts and the Board may require smaller 

lamps when necessary. 
 
c. Locations and numbers of fixtures shall be indicated on the site plan 

(including floor plans and building elevations) approved by the Board.  
 
d. The Board may also require conditions regarding the hours of operation and 

other conditions for outdoor recreational uses and other large outdoor 
lighting installations. 

 
e. The Zoning Administrator shall not approve a Zoning Use Permit without 

the manufacturer’s documentation of the full-cutoff feature for all exterior 
light fixtures. 

 
(2) Subsection 6.1.3 establishes the following standard conditions for Contractors 

Facilities with or without Outdoor STORAGE and/or Outdoor OPERATIONS: 
a. In all DISTRICTS other than the B-5 DISTRICT, outdoor STORAGE 

and/or outdoor OPERATIONS are allowed as an ACCESSORY USE 
subject to subsection 7.6. 

(3) Subsection 7.6 establishes the following conditions for Outdoor Storage and/or 
Outdoor Operations: 

 a. Outdoor STORAGE and/or OPERATIONS shall be allowed in all 
 DISTRICTS only as ACCESSORY USES unless permitted as a principal 
 USE in Section 5.2 and shall be allowed in any YARD in all DISTRICTS 
 subject to the provisions of Section 7.2 without a permit provided that 
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 outdoor STORAGE and/or outdoor OPERATIONS shall not be located in 
 any required off-street PARKING SPACES or LOADING BERTHS.  

 
 b. A Type D SCREEN shall be located so as to obscure or conceal any part of 

 any YARD used for outdoor STORAGE and/or outdoor OPERATIONS 
 which is visible within 1,000 feet from any of the following circumstances: 

  (a) Any point within the BUILDING RESTRICTION LINE of any  
  LOT located in any R DISTRICT or any LOT occupied by a  
  DWELLING conforming as to USE or occupied by a SCHOOL;  
  church or temple; public park or recreational facility; public library, 
  museum, or gallery; public fairgrounds; nursing home or   
  HOSPITAL; recreational business USE with outdoor facilities; or 

   
  (b) Any designated urban arterial street or MAJOR STREET. 

 
D. Section 7.4 establishes requirements for off-street PARKING SPACES and LOADING 

BERTHS: 
 (1) All off-street PARKING SPACES shall be located on the same LOT or tract of 

 land as the USE served. 
 
 (2) The number of such PARKING SPACES shall be the sum of the individual 

 requirements of the various individual ESTABLISHMENTS computed separately 
 in accordance with this section. Such PARKING SPACES for one such 
 ESTABLISHMENT shall not be considered as providing the number of such 
 PARKING SPACES for any other ESTABLISHMENT. 

 
(3) Parking spaces for heavy motor trucks, motor buses or other vehicles shall be of 

dimensions specified for off-street loading berths. 
 a. All LOADING BERTHS shall have vertical clearance of at least 14 feet. 

 b. All LOADING BERTHS shall be designed with appropriate means 
 of vehicular access to a STREET or ALLEY in a manner which will 
 least interfere with traffic movement. 

 c. No LOADING BERTH shall be located less than 10 feet from any  FRONT 
 LOT LINE and less than five feet from any side or REAR LOT LINE. 

 d. Off street loading berths for commercial establishments must be improved 
 with a compacted base at least six inches thick and shall be surfaced with at 
 least two inches of some all-weather dustless material.  

(4) Any other establishments than specified will provide one parking space for every 
200 square feet of floor area.  

E. The following definitions from the Zoning Ordinance are especially relevant to the 
requested Special Use Permit (capitalized words are defined in the Ordinance): 
(1) “ACCESSORY BUILDING” is a BUILDING on the same LOT with the MAIN or 

PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE, or the main or principal USE, either detached from or 
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attached to the MAIN or PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE, and subordinate to and used 
for purposes customarily incidental to the MAIN or PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE, or 
the main or principal USE. 

(2) “ACCESSORY USE” is a USE on the same LOT customarily incidental and 
subordinate to the main or principal USE or MAIN or PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE. 

(3) “AGRICULTURE” is the growing, harvesting and storing of crops including 
legumes, hay, grain, fruit and truck or vegetable crops, floriculture, horticulture, 
mushroom growing, orchards, forestry, and the keeping, raising, and feeding of 
livestock or poultry, including dairying, poultry, swine, sheep, beef cattle, pony and 
horse production, fur farms, and fish and wildlife farms; farm BUILDINGS used 
for growing, harvesting, and preparing crop products for market, or for use on the 
farm; roadside stands, farm BUILDINGS for storing and protecting farm 
machinery and equipment from the elements, for housing livestock or poultry and 
for preparing livestock or poultry products for market; farm DWELLINGS 
occupied by farm OWNERS, operators, tenants or seasonal or year-round hired 
farm workers. It is intended by this definition to include within the definition of 
AGRICULTURE all types of agricultural operations, but to exclude therefrom 
industrial operations such as a grain elevator, canning, or slaughterhouse, wherein 
agricultural products produced primarily by others are stored or processed. 
Agricultural purposes include, without limitation, the growing, developing, 
processing, conditioning, or selling of hybrid seed corn, seed beans, seed oats, or 
other farm seeds. 

 
(4) “BUILDING” is an enclosed STRUCTURE having a roof supported by columns, 

walls, arches, or other devices and used for the housing, shelter, or enclosure of 
persons, animal, and chattels. 

 
  (5) “BUILDING, DETACHED” is a BUILDING having no walls in common with  
   other BUILDINGS. 

  (6) “BUILDING, MAIN or PRINCIPAL” is the BUILDING in which is conducted the 
   main or principal USE of the LOT on which it is located. 

(7) “DWELLING UNIT” is one or more rooms constituting all or part of a 
DWELLING which are used exclusively as living quarters for one FAMILY, and 
which contains a bathroom and kitchen. 

 
  (8) “ESTABLISHMENT” is a business, retail, office, or commercial USE. When used 
   in the singular this term shall be construed to mean a single USE, BUILDING,  
   STRUCTURE, or PREMISES of one of the types here noted. 
 
  (9) “LOT” is a designated parcel, tract or area of land established by PLAT,   
   SUBDIVISION or as otherwise permitted by law, to be used, developed or built  
   upon as a unit. 
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  (10) “OPEN SPACE” is the unoccupied space open to the sky on the same LOT with a 
   STRUCTURE. 

  (11) “PARKING SPACE” is a space ACCESSORY to a USE or STRUCTURE for the 
   parking of one vehicle. 

(12) “PIPELINE, GAS” is any transmission pipeline for gases including within a 
storage field. This definition does not apply to either service lines for local service 
to individual buildings or distribution lines, as defined in 49 CFR 192.3. 

 
(13) “PIPELINE, HAZARDOUS LIQUID” is any pipeline used for the transmission of 

anhydrous ammonia, petroleum, or petroleum products such as propane, butane, 
natural gas liquids, benzene, gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, fuel oil, and kerosene. 

 
(14) “PIPELINE IMPACT RADIUS” is the distance within which the potential failure 

of a GAS PIPELINE or a HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE could have 
significant impact to people and property. 

 
(15) “SCREEN” is a STRUCTURE or landscaping element of sufficient opaqueness or 

  density and maintained such that it completely obscures from view throughout its  
  height the PREMISES upon which the screen is located. 

(16) “SPECIAL CONDITION” is a condition for the establishment of a SPECIAL USE. 

(17) “SPECIAL USE” is a USE which may be permitted in a DISTRICT pursuant to, 
and in compliance with, procedures specified herein. 

(18) “STORAGE” is the presence of equipment, or raw materials or finished goods 
(packaged or bulk) including goods to be salvaged and items awaiting maintenance 
or repair and excluding the parking of operable vehicles. 

(19) “STREET” is a thoroughfare dedicated to the public within a RIGHT-OF-WAY 
which affords the principal means of ACCESS to abutting PROPERTY. A 
STREET may be designated as an avenue, a boulevard, a drive, a highway, a lane, a 
parkway, a place, a road, a thoroughfare, or by other appropriate names. STREETS 
are identified on the Official Zoning Map according to type of USE, and generally 
as follows: 

 (a) MAJOR STREET: Federal or State highways. 
 (b) COLLECTOR STREET: COUNTY highways and urban arterial STREETS. 
 (c) MINOR STREET: Township roads and other local roads. 
 
(20) “STRUCTURE” is anything CONSTRUCTED or erected with a fixed location on 

the surface of the ground or affixed to something having a fixed location on the 
surface of the ground. Among other things, STRUCTURES include BUILDINGS, 
walls, fences, billboards, and SIGNS. 
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(21) “SUITED OVERALL” is a discretionary review performance standard to describe 
the site on which a development is proposed. A site may be found to be SUITED 
OVERALL if the site meets these criteria: 

 a.  The site features or site location will not detract from the proposed  use; 
 b.  The site will not create a risk to health, safety or property of the 

 occupants, the neighbors or the general public; 
 c.  The site is not clearly inadequate in one respect even if it is  acceptable in 

 other respects; 
 d.  Necessary infrastructure is in place or provided by the proposed 

 development; and 
 e.  Available public services are adequate to support the proposed 

 development  effectively and safely. 
 
  (22) “USE” is the specific purpose for which land, a STRUCTURE or PREMISES, is  
   designed, arranged, intended, or for which it is or may be occupied or maintained. 
   The term “permitted USE” or its equivalent shall not be deemed to include any  
   NONCONFORMING USE. 
 

F. Section 9.1.11 requires that a Special Use Permit shall not be granted by the Zoning Board 
of Appeals unless the public hearing record and written application demonstrate the 
following: 
(1) That the Special Use is necessary for the public convenience at that location; 

(2) That the Special Use is so designed, located, and proposed as to be operated so that 
it will not be injurious to the DISTRICT in which it shall be located or otherwise 
detrimental to the public welfare except that in the CR, AG-1, and AG-2 
DISTRICTS the following additional criteria shall apply: 
a. The property is either BEST PRIME FARMLAND and the property with 

proposed improvements in WELL SUITED OVERALL or the property is 
not BEST PRIME FARMLAND and the property with proposed 
improvements is SUITED OVERALL.  

 
b. The existing public services are available to support the proposed SPECIAL 

USE effectively and safely without undue public expense. 
 
c. The existing public infrastructure together with proposed improvements is 

adequate to support the proposed development effectively and safely 
without undue public expense.  

 
(3) That the Special Use conforms to the applicable regulations and standards of and 

preserves the essential character of the DISTRICT in which it shall be located, 
except where such regulations and standards are modified by Section 6. 

(4) That the Special Use is in harmony with the general purpose and intent of this 
ordinance. 
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(5) That in the case of an existing NONCONFORMING USE, it will make such USE 

more compatible with its surroundings. 

G. Paragraph 9.1.11.D.2. states that in granting any SPECIAL USE permit, the BOARD may 
prescribe SPECIAL CONDITIONS as to appropriate conditions and safeguards in 
conformity with the Ordinance. Violation of such SPECIAL CONDITIONS when made a 
party of the terms under which the SPECIAL USE permit is granted, shall be deemed a 
violation of this Ordinance and punishable under this Ordinance. 

 
GENERALLY REGARDING WHETHER THE SPECIAL USE IS NECESSARY FOR THE PUBLIC CONVENIENCE 
AT THIS LOCATION 

7. Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement that the proposed Special Use is necessary 
for the public convenience at this location: 
A. The Petitioner has testified on the application, “Because it is located where I live and 

this lawn business along with farming is my livelihood along with my source of 
income”. 

 
GENERALLY REGARDING WHETHER THE SPECIAL USE WILL BE INJURIOUS TO THE DISTRICT OR 
OTHERWISE INJURIOUS TO THE PUBLIC WELFARE 

(Note: bold italics typeface indicates staff’s recommendation to the ZBA) 
 
8. Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement that the proposed Special Use be designed, 

located, and operated so that it will not be injurious to the District in which it shall be located, or 
otherwise detrimental to the public welfare: 

 A. The Petitioner has testified on the application, “1) Everything out here including  
  buildings and house is very nice and kept up; 2) There is nothing hazardous or  
  harmful to the area; and 3) This business has let me improve this property’s value”.  

 
B. Regarding surface drainage: 

(1) The Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation District Natural Resource 
Report received January 25, 2016 states “The site has a slit slope to the south that 
leads to a grass waterway. The developed areas seem to have good drainage. The 
water from the site will leave by way of a grass waterway and a culvert under the 
road to the west”. 

  
C. Regarding traffic in the subject property area:  

(1) The subject property has two access points (a U-shaped driveway) on the south side 
of CR 2200 North, and has its western boundary on the east side of CR 700 East.  

 
(2) CR 2200 North is a two-lane rural cross section that is approximately 20 feet wide 

and comprised of oil and chip.  
 
(3) The Illinois Department of Transportation measures traffic on various roads 

throughout the County and determines the annual average 24-hour traffic volume 
for those roads and reports it as Average Daily Traffic (ADT). The most recent 
ADT data is from 2011 in the vicinity of the subject property. CR 2175 North had 
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an ADT of 600 east of its intersection with CR 700 East. The subject property is 
not adjacent to this count location. 

 
(4) The subject property is located about 2.5 miles northeast of the I-74 Interchange at 

Prairieview Road (Mahomet). 
 
(5) The Hensley Township Road Commissioner has been notified of this case and no 

comments have been received. 
 

D. Regarding fire protection on the subject property, the subject property is located 
approximately 5 miles from the Cornbelt Fire Protection District station in Mahomet. The 
FPD Chief was notified of this case and no comments have been received.   

E. No part of the subject property is located within a mapped floodplain. 

F. The subject property is not considered BEST PRIME FARMLAND. The soil on the 
subject property consists of Wyanet silty loam 622B and 622C2, and Drummer silty clay 
loam 152A, and has an average LE of approximately 83.  

G. Regarding outdoor lighting on the subject property: 
(1) The Petitioner did not include information on their Site Plan. 
 
(2) In an email received April 8, 2016, the Petitioner said that he replaced the outdoor 

lights on the existing shed so that they are full cutoff. The email included 
manufacturer’s specifications that were reviewed by staff and found to be in 
compliance with the Zoning Ordinance. 

 
(3) The Revised Site Plan received May 9, 2016 indicates four outdoor lights on the 

proposed shed, but does not indicate existing lighting on the existing shed. 
 

H.        Regarding wastewater treatment and disposal on the subject property: 
(1)       According to the revised Site Plan received January 13, 2016, the subject property 

has a septic system east of the residence.  The Site Plan does not indicate whether 
the restroom in the Shed connects to that septic system.   

 
(2) Mike Flanagan, Environmental Health Specialist II with the Champaign-Urbana 

Public Health District, confirms that the shed’s dwelling and the main residence are 
connected to the same septic system, and that the system has sufficient capacity for 
a 4 bedroom house and the shed’s restroom. 

 
I. Regarding life safety considerations related to the proposed Special Use: 

(1) Champaign County has not adopted a building code. Life safety considerations are 
considered to a limited extent in Champaign County land use regulation as follows: 
a. The Office of the State Fire Marshal has adopted the Code for Safety to Life 

from Fire in Buildings and Structures as published by the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA 101) 2000 edition, Life Safety Code, as the 
code for Fire Prevention and Safety as modified by the Fire Prevention and 
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Safety Rules, 41 Ill. Adm Code 100, that applies to all localities in the State 
of Illinois. 

b. The Office of the State Fire Marshal is authorized to enforce the Fire 
Prevention and Safety Rules and the code for Fire Prevention and Safety 
and will inspect buildings based upon requests of state and local 
government, complaints from the public, or other reasons stated in the Fire 
Prevention and Safety Rules, subject to available resources. 

c. The Office of the State Fire Marshal currently provides a free building plan 
review process subject to available resources and subject to submission of 
plans prepared by a licensed architect, professional engineer, or professional 
designer that are accompanied by the proper Office of State Fire Marshal 
Plan Submittal Form. 

d. Compliance with the code for Fire Prevention and Safety is mandatory for 
all relevant structures anywhere in the State of Illinois whether or not the 
Office of the State Fire Marshal reviews the specific building plans. 

e. Compliance with the Office of the State Fire Marshal’s code for Fire 
Prevention and Safety is not required as part of the review and approval of 
Zoning Use Permit Applications. 

f. The Illinois Environmental Barriers Act (IEBA) requires the submittal of a 
set of building plans and certification by a licensed architect that the 
specific construction complies with the Illinois Accessibility Code for all 
construction projects worth $50,000 or more and requires that compliance 
with the Illinois Accessibility Code be verified for all Zoning Use Permit 
Applications for those aspects of the construction for which the Zoning Use 
Permit is required.  

g. The Illinois Accessibility Code incorporates building safety provisions very 
similar to those of the code for Fire Prevention and Safety. 

h. The certification by an Illinois licensed architect that is required for all 
construction projects worth $50,000 or more should include all aspects of 
compliance with the Illinois Accessibility Code including building safety 
provisions very similar to those of the code for Fire Prevention and Safety. 

i. When there is no certification required by an Illinois licensed architect, the 
only aspects of construction that are reviewed for Zoning Use Permits and 
which relate to aspects of the Illinois Accessibility Code are the number and 
general location of required building exits. 

j. Verification of compliance with the Illinois Accessibility Code applies only 
to exterior areas. With respect to interiors, it means simply checking that the 
required number of building exits is provided and that they have the 
required exterior configuration. This means that other aspects of building 
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design and construction necessary to provide a safe means of egress from 
all parts of the building are not checked.  

J. Regarding fuel tanks on the subject property: 
 (1) In an email received February 11, 2016, Mr. Brian noted that there is a 500 gallon 

 dual wall tank that holds diesel fuel and gasoline used for farm equipment. 
 
 (2) Mr. Brian contacted Daniel Starks with the State Fire Marshal’s office regarding 

 the above-ground fuel tanks located next to the salt storage unit. Mr. Starks said 
 that the above ground fuel tanks required an inspection once installed, but not after 
 that. Staff followed up with Mr. Starks by phone, and he said that the fuel tanks 
 passed inspection and no further action is necessary. 

 
K. Regarding ice melt and salt storage on the subject property: 
 (1) The 18 feet by 20 feet storage shed on the east end of the main shed is used for ice 

 melt/salt storage in the winter and mulch storage in the warmer months. The shed 
 is open on the south side. 

 
L. Regarding neighborhood concerns: 
 (1) On December 4, 2015, the Zoning Department received a complaint from a  

 neighbor that the Petitioner was burning landscape materials on the subject 
 property. They were also concerned that the Petitioner had starting moving dirt the 
 day before and asked if the Department had information on what the Petitioner was 
 constructing. 

 
 (2) On December 7, 2015, the Zoning Department called Mr. Brian to inquire about 

 operations at the subject property, including whether he burned materials on site. 
  a. Mr. Brian indicated that he burns clippings, ornamental grasses, pine  

  needles, and other landscaping materials from on and off-site. 
 

   b. Mr. Brian indicated that he has 2 trucks that are used for both business and 
    personal use, 4 trailers, 2 tractors, 2 skid steers, and 3-4 mowers. He does  
    farming in Tuscola and in Champaign County, and also does mowing and  
    snow removal in both areas.  
 
   c. Mr. Brian requested materials from our office regarding Illinois   
    Environmental Protection Agency burning regulations. Two brochures from 
    IEPA were sent to Mr. Brian via regular mail on December 10, 2015. 

 
 (3) On December 15, 2015, a letter was received from Carl Webber of Webber and 

 Thies, Attorneys at Law speaking on behalf of his clients, Jeff and Sarah Carpenter. 
 The Carpenters live just east of the subject property. The letter was sent to inform 
 the Zoning Department that Petitioner Brian had been sent a notice that he was 
 committing subdivision violations on the subject property.  

  a. The notice sent by Webber & Thies to Mr. Brian referred to several articles 
  of the Restrictive Covenants for Meadow Ridge Subdivision. 
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  b. The Zoning Department does not have oversight or enforcement authority  

  over subdivision bylaws and covenants; such covenants are matters of 
  discussion and resolution between private property owners. 

 
 (4) On December 18, 2015, neighbor Gene Myers, 724 CR 2175 North, called the 

 Zoning Department to request information about Petitioner Brian’s Special Use 
 case. He expressed concern about the aforementioned subdivision covenants and 
 that a future owner might bring in a trucking company or something else 
 undesirable. He did not express any complaint against the Petitioner. 

 
 (5) On January 13, 2016, the Petitioner submitted a revised Site Plan via email. The 

 email stated that the petitioner is now taking materials to the Urbana recycle center 
 rather than burning them. 

 
 (6) Two letters of support were submitted at the February 25, 2016 public hearing: 
  a. Jeremy and Monica Stutsman, 2176 CR 700 East, Champaign, have lived in 

  Lot 5 of Meadow Ridge Subdivision (south of the subject property) since  
  2014. They state that they do not object to the operation of a landscape and 
  snowplow business from the Brians’ property. 

 
  b. Gene and Julie Myers, 724 CR 2175 N, Champaign, have lived in Lot 3 of 

  Meadow Ridge Subdivision since before the Brians built their shed and  
  home. They state that they do not object to the operation of a landscape and 
  snowplow business from the Brians’ property. 

 
 (7) The following testimony was received at the February 25, 2016 public hearing: 
  a. Bonita Blue, 4008 Lindsey Road, Champaign, testified that she has no  

  problem with Mr. Brian’s current building or a proposed shed to store his  
  machinery.  She said that Mr. Brian’s property is very nice and is well kept 
  and is better than some of the other properties in the subdivision.  She said 
  that there are other homes in the subdivision that are not kept as well as Mr. 
  Brian’s therefore she does not see any reason why he can’t build another  
  shed. She stated that she is in favor of Mr. Brian using the existing shed for 
  his landscape business, because he keeps everything inside. 

 
  b. Jeff Carpenter, 725 CR 2200N, Champaign (neighbor to the east of the  

  subject property) said that when he and his wife purchased the property they 
  were expecting a purely residential subdivision and that is what they  
  observed and that is what the covenants indicate and that is what the owners 
  agree to.  He said that they were told that Mr. Brian’s shed was used for  
  agricultural purposes. Mr. Carpenter stated that his family moved into his  
  property on July 24, 2015 and at that time there were probably 4+ employee 
  vehicles parked along the east side of Mr. Brian’s property, bordering the  
  Carpenter’s property on the east.  He said that the work day on the Brian  
  property started between 6:00 and 6:30 a.m. and the noise from the activity 
  on the Brian property is heard very clearly inside of the Carpenter’s house  
  and the noise is loud enough to wake up his family from the master  
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  bedroom and the upstairs’ bedroom, where his 15-year old sleeps.  He said 
  that Mr. Brian’s business is a 7 days per week operation and people are  
  coming and going from the property through the day and each day there is  
  hydraulic noise, equipment noise and it is understandable as that is pursuant 
  to the business although it is also effecting affecting their house beginning 
  between 6:00 and 6:30 a.m.  He said that during the winter the process of  
  loading a minimum of two large trucks with salt, sometimes there is a third 
  party truck, can take an hour or more and during a bad winter storm this  
  process can continue until 12:30 a.m.   

 
  c. Mr. Kelly Dillard, 700 CR 2175N, Champaign, stated that he is present  

  tonight in two capacities, as a neighbor to the subject property and as the  
  Hensley Township Supervisor.  He said that Mr. Brian’s property is clean  
  and well-kept and is an asset to the County and the neighborhood.  He said 
  that he personally supports the special use request.  He said that the request 
  leans toward Goal 3 of the Champaign County Land Resource Management 
  Plan (LRMP) to encourage economic growth and assure prosperity for its  
  residents.  He said that this is a rural district and it should not be treated as a 
  residential area and it has been spoken that it is a residential area because it 
  is obviously a farm community and not a residential community.   

 
  d. Ms. Crystal Bailey, 710 CR 2175N, Champaign, stated that her property is 

  south of the subject property and is probably the second most property  
  affected by what occurs on Mr. Brian’s property. She said that she would  
  agree with Mr. Dillard in that the Brian property is well-kept although there 
  are a lot of things which go on outside but it too is kept in one area and as a 
  neighbor she does appreciate that.  She said that there are some concerns for 
  her family as they are an outdoor family and they live in the outdoors.  She 
  said that they are one of the original owners in the subdivision and they  
  built there their house, the second in the neighborhood, and they set up their 
  home so that they can live in the backyard.  She said that their children play 
  in the backyard and everything is sort of in the back part of their house and 
  is their space.  She said that since it was unknown as to what would go in  
  behind them they planted evergreens to preserve some privacy and area.   
  She said that their lot is the lowest of the five lots and one issue that they  
  have had with the Brian property is the lighting.  She said that they like to  
  take their kids outside at night so that they can see the stars and with the  
  lighting issue it is almost impossible. She said that she informed Mr.  
  Carpenter that a notice from the Bradshaw family, the original owners of  
  the Carpenter’s home, which stated that the lighting was an issue with the  
  shed.  She said that she recalls that something was done with the lighting to 
  reduce the encroachment but it was not enough to reduce the intensity. 

 
  e. Mr. Robert Sherman, who resides at 689 CR 2225N, Champaign, stated that 

  Mr. Brian keeps his property well-kept and is in support of his request.   
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 (7) On March 29, 2016, a neighbor called the Zoning Department to advise staff that 

 there was a large pile of mulch delivered on March 24th that had been sitting 
 outside rather than being stored in the lean-to (salt is still being stored in the lean-
 to). There were also two pieces of machinery (loader and a box scraper) that had 
 been sitting on the Brian property for a couple of weeks. 

 
 (8) On April 21, 2016, a neighbor called the Zoning Department to advise staff that 

 there was another load of mulch was delivered. The last delivery sat outside for 3 
 weeks. There is still salt in the storage bin. There is also a smaller pile of brush that 
 might or might not be from the property and another small pile of gravel with an 
 orange ring resting on it. 

 
 (9) On May 5, 2016, a neighbor called the Zoning Department to advise staff that they 

 believe one of Mr. Brian’s employees has been living in the shed’s dwelling unit 
 for the last month or so. 

 
 (10) On May 19, 2016, Jeff and Sarah Carpenter submitted a number of documents via 

 an email received on May 19, 2016 for consideration by the Zoning Board of 
 Appeals. 

  a. The cover letter dated May 18, 2016 states, among other things, “The  
  existing operations of the Brians/Greenside Lawn Care are negatively  
  impacting the quality of life on, and value of our property. The Brians’  
  business has shown increasing commercial activity over time, and so we are 
  concerned with an increasingly negative impact on the value of our property 
  if Greenside’s trajectory of expansion is allowed to continue.” 

 
  b. Two photos show the level of activity as witnessed by the Carpenters from 

  their home.  
 
  c. A letter from the Carpenters to the Brians dated March 21, 2016 discussed  

  possible solutions to resolve the issues the Carpenters have identified. 
 
  d. A letter from Bryan Bradshaw, former owner of the Carpenter property,  

  dated August 11, 2010 to Nick Brian requests that he change or remove the 
  lighting he installed on the existing shed.  

   (a) In an email received April 8, 2016, the Petitioner said that he  
   replaced the outdoor lights on the existing shed so that they are full 
   cutoff. The email included manufacturer’s specifications that were  
   reviewed by staff and found to be in compliance with the Zoning  
   Ordinance. 

 
  e. An Appraisal of the Carpenter property by James H Webster, MAI, SRA  

  dated March 21, 2016, indicates that the Carpenters’ property value is  
  negatively impacted by $30,000 from $600,000 to $570,000 by the lawn  
  care and snow removal business activities on the Brian property. 
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M. Other than as reviewed in this Summary of Evidence, there is no evidence to suggest that 
the proposed Special Use will generate either nuisance conditions such as odor, noise, 
vibration, glare, heat, dust, electromagnetic fields or public safety hazards such as fire, 
explosion, or toxic materials release, that are in excess of those lawfully permitted and 
customarily associated with other uses permitted in the zoning district.  

 
GENERALLY REGARDING WHETHER THE SPECIAL USE CONFORMS TO APPLICABLE REGULATIONS AND 
STANDARDS AND PRESERVES THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTER OF THE DISTRICT 
 
9. Generally regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement that the proposed Special Use conform to 

all applicable regulations and standards and preserve the essential character of the District in 
which it shall be located, except where such regulations and standards are modified by Section 6 
of the Ordinance: 
A. The Petitioner has testified on the application: “Yes.” 
  
B. Regarding compliance with the Zoning Ordinance: 
 (1) Regarding the construction of more than one main or principal structure or building 

 per lot in the AG-1 Zoning District: 
  a. Permit #152-12-02 that was approved in 2012 for constructing a single  

  family  residence included a special condition that the Petitioner would have 
  to decommission the dwelling unit he had built inside the shed while his  
  house was under construction so that there would be only one dwelling unit 
  on the lot. 

 
  b. On October 30, 2014, staff contacted Mr. Brian seeking to do a final  

  compliance inspection for the home construction and special conditions.  
  Mr. Brian returned the call on November 3, 2014, saying that he needed  
  another week to finish farming before he could meet for the inspection. No 
  inspection was scheduled after that phone call.   

 
  c. On July 6, 2015, staff contacted Mr. Brian again and left a message seeking 

  more information about the decommissioning of the kitchen or bath in the  
  shed. He did not respond.  

 
  d. On November 15, 2015, the Zoning Department sent a First Notice of  

  Violation to the Petitioner because he had constructed more than one main 
  or principal structure or building per lot in the AG-1 Zoning District.  

 
  e. Staff learned about the lawn care business housed in the shed when Mr.  

  Brian called on December 2, 2015 regarding what could be done about the 
  second dwelling unit.   

 
  f. In a phone call between Zoning staff and Mr. Brian on December 7, 2015,  

  Mr. Brian indicated that he has no intention of renting out the dwelling unit 
  in the shed, and he wants to keep in intact for his own use as his kids grow.   
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  g. On December 10, 2015, a second informational letter was sent to the  

  Petitioner which outlined the Special Use Permit process and requirements 
  and included brochures from IEPA burning regulations. 

 
  h. On December 17, 2015, the Petitioner applied for the Special Use Permit  

  for the current case in order to bring his lawn care business into compliance 
  with the Zoning Ordinance as a Contractor’s Facility, and to keep the  
  restroom and kitchen area in the shed as an office that contains a dwelling  
  unit that is not used as a dwelling a caretaker’s dwelling for his Contractor’s 
  Facility. 

 
  i. On his application for the Special Use Permit received December 17, 2015, 

  Mr. Brian indicated that the existing shed is for “lawn and farm   
  equipment. Inside is office and large room with bathroom and kitchen. 
  We also use it for our kids’ birthday parties.” 

 
 (2) Prior zoning cases have allowed a Contractor’s Facility with a caretaker’s dwelling, 

 but there was no record found of any zoning cases where there was a main 
 residence, a Contractor’s Facility, and a caretaker’s  residence all on one lot. 

 
 (3) Regarding the requirement that states more than one main or principal structure or 

 building per lot is authorized by Special Use Permit: 
 a. The subject property is located in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District, 

 which does not allow more than one MAIN or PRINCIPAL STRUCUTRE 
 or BUILDING per LOT or more than one PRINCIPAL USE per LOT, as 
 per Section 4.2.1.C. of the Zoning Ordinance. 

 
 b.  A Contractor’s Facility with or without outdoor storage and operations is 

 allowed with a Special Use Permit in the AG-1 District as an ACCESSORY 
 USE, subject to Section 7.6 of the Zoning Ordinance. 

 c. Section 7.6.2. of the Zoning Ordinance requires a Type D SCREEN be  
 located so as to obscure or conceal any part of any YARD used for outdoor 
 STORAGE and/or outdoor OPERATIONS which is visible within 1,000  
 feet from any LOT occupied by a DWELLING conforming as to USE. 

 d. The proposed Special Use meets all applicable lot size, height, setback, 
 side and rear yards, and lot coverage requirements for its District. 

(4) Regarding parking on the subject property for the proposed Special Use: 
   a.        The building and open storage shed that is the subject of the Special Use  
    totals 5,544 square feet, which will require 28 parking spaces at least 9 feet 
    by 20 feet each. 
 
   b. The proposed caretaker’s dwelling additionally requires one off-street  
    parking space as per Section 7.4.1 B.3. 
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   c. The 2014 aerial photo indicates over 16,000 square feet of available parking 
    and driveway area, which is sufficient for over 50 parking spaces at 300  
    square feet each. There is at least a 1,500 square feet area (measured by the 
    aerial) that is paved, just south of the shed. The remainder of the area is  
    gravel. 
   
   d. The Site Plan received January 13, 2016 indicates 2-3 parking spaces on the 
    south side of the shed at the same location where pavement is shown on the 
    aerial.  
 
   e. Commercial uses of less than 9,999 square feet require one 12 feet by 40  
    feet loading berth. No off-street loading berths are indicated on the Site Plan 
    received January 13, 2016; however, there is sufficient paved area south of 
    the shed for the loading berth while still providing sufficient parking area  
    for the proposed Special Use. 
 
   f. The Revised Site Plan received May 9, 2016 shows a proposed 30 feet by  
    80 feet concrete parking area and to its west a proposed gravel area that can 
    also be used for parking. 

 
C. Regarding compliance with the Stormwater Management Policy, the impervious area on  

  the subject property is less than 16% of the total area; it is thus exempt from the Policy.  
 

D. Regarding the Special Flood Hazard Areas Ordinance, no portion of the subject property is 
located within the mapped floodplain.   

 
E. Regarding the Subdivision Regulations, the subject property is located in the Village of 

Mahomet subdivision jurisdiction and the subject property is in compliance.   
 
F. Regarding the requirement that the Special Use preserve the essential character of the AG-

1 Agriculture Zoning District: 
(1) Contractors Facilities with or without Outdoor Storage and/or Operations are 

allowed with a Special Use Permit in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District. 
 
(2) Outdoor Storage and/or Operations are allowed by right when all outdoor storage is 

located in the rear yard and is completely screened by a Type D screen. 
   

G. The proposed Special Use must comply with the Illinois Accessibility Code which is not a 
County ordinance or policy and the County cannot provide any flexibility regarding that 
Code.  A Zoning Use Permit cannot be issued for any part of the proposed Special Use 
until full compliance with the Illinois Accessibility Code has been indicated in drawings. 

 (1) Mr. Brian contacted Felicia Burton, Accessibility Specialist with the Illinois 
 Capital Development Board. On April 7, 2016, staff verified with Ms. Burton via 
 email that his shed housing the lawn business does not have to meet Illinois 
 Accessibility Code requirements because no customers come to the facility. 
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GENERALLY REGARDING WHETHER THE SPECIAL USE IS IN HARMONY WITH THE GENERAL PURPOSE 
AND INTENT OF THE ORDINANCE 

10. Regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement that the proposed Special Use be in harmony with 
the general intent and purpose of the Ordinance: 

 A. Section 4.2.1.C. states that it shall be unlawful to erect or establish more than one MAIN  
  or PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE or BUILDING per LOT or more than one PRINCIPAL  
  USE per LOT in the AG-I, Agriculture Zoning District. 

 
B. Section 5.2: Table of Authorized Principal Uses states that Contractors Facilities (with no 

or without outdoor STORAGE and/or outdoor OPERATIONS) can be established with a 
Special Use Permit in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning District. 

 
C. Regarding whether the proposed Special Use Permit is in harmony with the general intent 

of the Zoning Ordinance: 
(1) Subsection 5.1.1 of the Ordinance states the general intent of the AG-1 Agriculture 

DISTRICT and states as follows (capitalized words are defined in the Ordinance): 

 The AG-1, Agriculture DISTRICT is intended to protect the areas of the COUNTY 
where soil and topographic conditions are best adapted to the pursuit of 
AGRICULTURAL USES and to prevent the admixture of urban and rural USES 
which would contribute to the premature termination of AGRICULTURE pursuits. 

 
(2) The types of uses authorized in the AG-1 District are in fact the types of uses that 

have been determined to be acceptable in the AG-1 District. Uses authorized by 
Special Use Permit are acceptable uses in the district provided that they are 
determined by the ZBA to meet the criteria for Special Use Permits established in 
paragraph 9.1.11 B. of the Ordinance.  

D. Regarding whether the proposed Special Use Permit is in harmony with the general 
purpose of the Zoning Ordinance: 
(1)        Paragraph 2.0 (a) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to secure adequate light, 
pure air, and safety from fire and other dangers. 

 
This purpose is directly related to the limits on building coverage and the minimum 
yard requirements in the Ordinance and the proposed site plan appears to be in 
compliance with those requirements. 

 
(2)       Paragraph 2.0 (b) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to conserve the value of 
land, BUILDINGS, and STRUCTURES throughout the COUNTY.  

 
The proposed Special Use {WILL/WILL NOT} conserve the value of real estate 
throughout the COUNTY, based on the following: 
a.         It is not clear whether or not the proposed special use will have any impact 

on the value of nearby properties without a formal real estate appraisal 
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which has not been requested nor provided and so any discussion of values 
is necessarily general.  

 
b.        The proposed Special Use could only have an effect on the value of real 

estate in the immediate vicinity.  Regarding the effect on the value of real 
estate in the immediate vicinity other than the subject property, : no new 
construction is anticipated for the proposed Special Use, so adjacent 
property values should not be impacted. 

    (a) On Page 3 in Item b of the Letter of Opposition from Carl Webber, 
     Attorney for the Carpenters, received February 22, 2016, Attorney  
     Webber states that the request for the special use “will lower the  
     value of, rather than “conserve the value of”, area properties. While 
     the Special Use might increase the commercial value of the   
     Petitioner’s lot, it will most certainly decrease the value of the  
     neighboring properties…With the additional building that is being  
     requested, the use, noise pollution and visual pollution will most  
     certainly increase. Salting and plowing trucks loading and operating 
     at all hours of the night cannot possibly benefit the subdivision or  
     even the broader area”.    
 
    (b) An Appraisal of the Carpenter property by James H Webster, MAI, 
     SRA dated March 21, 2016, indicates that the Carpenters’ property 
     value is negatively impacted by $30,000 from $600,000 to $570,000 
     by the lawn care and snow removal business activities on the Brian 
     property. 
 

c.         In regards to the value of the subject property it also is not clear if the 
requested Special Use Permit would have any effect. Regarding the effect 
on the value of the subject property, the subject property has been in use as 
a residence and contractor’s facility for several years. Value of the subject 
property should not change due to the Special Use Permit. 

 
(3)        Paragraph 2.0 (c) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to lessen and avoid 
congestion in the public streets. 

 
The proposed Special Use is likely to maintain current traffic volumes on the 
adjacent CR 2200 North because the proposed Special Use is already in use and the 
Petitioner has not indicated there will be additional business growth. 

 
(4)       Paragraph 2.0 (d) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to lessen and avoid hazards 
to persons and damage to property resulting from the accumulation of runoff of 
storm or flood waters.  

             a. Regarding erosion concerns, the Natural Resource Report completed by the 
 Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation District received January 
 25, 2016 states “This area that still may be developed, will be susceptible to 
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 erosion both during and after construction. Any areas left bare for more than 
 7 days, should be temporarily seeded or mulched and permanent vegetation 
 established as soon as possible. The area has slope which could allow 
 erosion during construction and heavy rainfall events. The area has already 
 been disturbed more than general farming at the time of inspection, erosion 
 control measures must be installed before construction starts. This site is 
 just above a water way that leads to the Sangamon. The need for proper 
 erosion control is high”. 

 
 b. The subject property is exempt from the Champaign County Stormwater 

 Management and Erosion Control Ordinance. 
 
 c. According to testimony provided at the February 25, 2016 public hearing, 

 the waterway that traverses the southwest portion of the subject property 
 was filled by the Petitioner.  The waterway had previously undergone 
 erosion control improvements as part of a larger project along this 
 waterway. 

  (a) Jonathon Manuel, Resource Conservationist with the Champaign  
  County Soil and Water Conservation District, provided more  
  information via email  received May 10, 2016 about the   
  improvements made to the waterway traversing the subject property.  
  Jonathan believes the land that received improvements was sold  
  without the Farm Service’s knowledge. He stated that maintenance 
  responsibilities are no longer under contract, so the owners are not  
  required to maintain the waterway or other improvements. However, 
  he recommends keeping the grass waterway due to the amount of  
  water moving through the property. 

 
  (b) Ms. Crystal Bailey, 710 CR 2175N, Champaign, stated that it is her 

  understanding that Mr. Brian is intending to build another shed  
  which she assumes will have additional lighting.  She said that her  
  family owns approximately 50% of the grass waterway which runs  
  through the subdivision and more water than there ever was flows  
  through their property.  She said that Mr. Brian planted soybeans  
  along the edge of their property and they farmed through the  
  waterway and after heavy machinery traveled through it the water  
  started backing up.  She said that the original owner of the acreage, 
  prior to the subdivision’s development, used an EPA program to  
  fund a reworking of the entire waterway and there were very  
  specific requirements for maintenance.  She said since so much of it 
  is on their property they are very cautious as to what happens to it.  
  She said that they have to mow it at certain times of the year, etc.   
  She said that to have someone come in and plow through the  
  waterway was very frustrating.  She said that when they saw a lot of 
  dump trucks come onto the Brian property they were concerned that 
  the flow of the water was going to be changed further.  She said that 
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  they are not against or for the petition but would like more   
  information. 

 
  (c) Mr. Robert Sherman, 689 CR 2225N, Champaign, stated that his  

  property is located to the east of the subject property.  He noted that 
  he is also the Hensley Township Highway Commissioner.  He said 
  that when Mr. and Mrs. Bradshaw built their home they hauled in  
  over 1,000 loads of dirt with tandems and semi-trucks.  He said that 
  the dirt that was hauled in behind their house, now the Carpenter’s  
  residence, didn’t allow the waterway to work properly from the  
  beginning.  He said that the waterway flows past his house and when 
  the area received a six and on-half inch rain someone could have  
  taken a boat down the waterway which begins at the highest point of 
  Hensley Township.  He said that by building up the dirt on the  
  Bradshaw property the water was not able to flow to east or to the  
  north.  He noted that Mr. Brian was not the first property owner in  
  the neighborhood to alter the waterway. 

 
(5)       Paragraph 2.0 (e) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to promote the public 
health, safety, comfort, morals, and general welfare. 

 
The proposed Special Use will promote the public health, safety, comfort, morals, 
and general welfare as follows: 
a.         In regards to public safety, this purpose is similar to the purpose established 

in paragraph 2.0 (a) and is in harmony to the same degree. 
 
b.         In regards to public comfort and general welfare, there are concerns 

identified by neighbors that were discussed in Section 8.L. of this Summary 
of Evidence. 

 
(6)       Paragraph 2.0 (f) states that one purpose of the Ordinance is regulating and limiting 

the height and bulk of BUILDINGS and STRUCTURES hereafter to be erected; 
and paragraph 2.0 (g) states that one purpose is establishing, regulating, and 
limiting the BUILDING or SETBACK lines on or along any STREET, trafficway, 
drive or parkway; and paragraph 2.0 (h) states that one purpose is regulating and 
limiting the intensity of the USE of LOT AREAS, and regulating and determining 
the area of OPEN SPACES within and surrounding BUILDINGS and 
STRUCTURES. 

 
These three purposes are directly related to the limits on building height and 
building coverage and the minimum setback and yard requirements in the 
Ordinance and the proposed site plan appears to be in compliance with those limits. 

 
(7)       Paragraph 2.0 (i) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the Ordinance is 

classifying, regulating, and restricting the location of trades and industries and the 
location of BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, and land designed for specified 
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industrial, residential, and other land USES; and paragraph 2.0 (j.) states that one 
purpose is dividing the entire COUNTY into DISTRICTS of such number, shape, 
area, and such different classes according to the USE of land, BUILDINGS, and 
STRUCTURES, intensity of the USE of LOT AREA, area of OPEN SPACES, and 
other classification as may be deemed best suited to carry out the purpose of the 
ordinance; and paragraph 2.0 (k) states that one purpose is fixing regulations and 
standards to which BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, or USES therein shall conform; 
and paragraph 2.0 (l) states that one purpose is prohibiting USES, BUILDINGS, 
OR STRUCTURES incompatible with the character of such DISTRICT. 

 a. Harmony with these four purposes requires that the special conditions of 
 approval sufficiently mitigate or minimize any incompatibilities between 
 the proposed Special Use Permit and adjacent uses, and that the special 
 conditions adequately mitigate any problematic conditions. 

 
   b. On Page 3 in Item b of the Letter of Opposition from Carl Webber,  
    Attorney for the Carpenters, received February 22, 2016, Attorney Webber 
    states that the request for the special use “will provide an inconsistent  
    intensity of use, rather than allow a mutually beneficial level of use. The use 
    in the 40 acre subdivision is residential use. His requested use is not. The  
    mere fact that it cannot be described as a "home occupation" is an example 
    of the departure from the intended and proper land use in the area”.    

  (a) During the February 25, 2016 public hearing, John Hall, Zoning  
  Administrator, testified that this use is not coming to the Board as a 
  “home occupation.”  He said that staff has created a table showing  
  the proposed uses and what restrictions apply if the case is approved 
  with a Special Use Permit or via Rural Home Occupation (RHO).   
  He said that the intent of the table is to highlight where this use  
  differs from a Rural Home Occupation and where it doesn’t differ.  
  He said that a special condition has been added that makes it clear  
  that in general this use is held to the same limits as a home   
  occupation except where the approval exceeds what is otherwise  
  allowed as a home occupation.   

 
(8)       Paragraph 2.0 (m) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning 

regulations and standards that have been adopted and established is to prevent 
additions to and alteration or remodeling of existing buildings, structures, or uses in 
such a way as to avoid the restrictions and limitations lawfully imposed under this 
ordinance. 

 
This purpose is directly related to maintaining compliance with the Zoning 
Ordinance requirements for the District and the specific types of uses and the 
proposed Special Use will have to be conducted in compliance with those 
requirements. 

 
(9)       Paragraph 2.0 (n) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to protect the most 
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productive agricultural lands from haphazard and unplanned intrusions of urban 
uses.  

 
The proposed Special Use will not subject the most productive agricultural lands to 
haphazard and unplanned intrusions of urban uses as follows: 
a.         The proposed Special Use does not meet the definition of either “urban 

development” or “urban land use” as defined in the Appendix to Volume 2 
of the Champaign County Land Resource Management Plan. 

 
b. Soils on the subject property are not BEST PRIME FARMLAND. 
 
c. The revised Site Plan received January 13, 2016 does not indicate future 

expansion of the proposed Special Use. As per an email received May 16, 
2016 from Matt Deering, Attorney for Mr. Brian, the proposed 80 feet by 
112 feet shed will be used to store snow plows for the Special Use in off-
season months. The shed will also store a farm tractor, farm field cultivator 
and sprayer, some personal ATVs, and a personal lawn mower, 

 
(10)     Paragraph 2.0 (o) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to protect natural features 
such as forested areas and watercourses. 

 
The subject property does not contain any natural features. has a waterway 
traversing the southwest corner of the property. Mr. Brian filled in the waterway, 
but stated at the February 25, 2016 public hearing that he would re-establish it. 

 
(11)     Paragraph 2.0 (p) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to encourage the compact 
development of urban areas to minimize the cost of development of public utilities 
and public transportation facilities. 

             
The proposed Special Use does not meet the definition of either “urban 
development” or “urban land use” as defined in the Appendix to Volume 2 of the 
Champaign County Land Resource Management Plan. 

 
(12)     Paragraph 2.0 (q) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to encourage the 
preservation of agricultural belts surrounding urban areas, to retain the agricultural 
nature of the County, and the individual character of existing communities. 
a. Part of the subject property remains in agricultural production. 
 
b. As per an email received May 16, 2016 from Matt Deering, Attorney for 
 Mr. Brian, the proposed 80 feet by 112 feet shed will be used to store snow 
 plows for the Special Use in off-season months. The shed will also store a 
 farm tractor, farm field cultivator and sprayer, some personal ATVs, and a 
 personal lawn mower,The revised Site Plan received January 13, 2016 does 
 not indicate future expansion of the proposed Special Use. 
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(13)     Paragraph 2.0 (r) of the Ordinance states that one purpose of the zoning regulations 

and standards that have been adopted and established is to provide for the safe and 
efficient development of renewable energy sources in those parts of the COUNTY 
that are most suited to their development. 

 
The proposed Special Use will not hinder the development of renewable energy 
sources. 

 
GENERALLY REGARDING WHETHER THE SPECIAL USE IS AN EXISTING NONCONFORMING USE 

11. Regarding the Zoning Ordinance requirement that in the case of an existing NONCONFORMING 
USE the granting of the Special Use Permit will make the use more compatible with its 
surroundings: 
A.        The Petitioner has testified on the application: “Yes.” 
 
B. The existing use on the property is not a nonconforming use.    

 
GENERALLY REGARDING PROPOSED SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
12. Regarding proposed special conditions of approval:  

A.       This Special Use Permit is for a “lawn care and snow removal” Contractor’s Facility 
(with  outdoor storage and/or outdoor operations as noted on the site plan) and an 
office that contains a dwelling unit that is not used as a dwelling. 

 
 The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  To ensure as much as possible that the Special Use Permit is conducted in  

 conformance with the testimony and evidence presented in the public hearing. 
 
B. The Special Use Permit cannot be conveyed to a different owner. 
 
 The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  To ensure that the Special Use Permit only applies to the applicant Nicholas  

 Brian who has provided the testimony and evidence presented in the public  
 hearing. 

 
C. In the event that the Contractor’s Facility ceases to exist, the right to a second 

dwelling unit will become void. A Miscellaneous Document must be filed with the 
Recorder of Deeds within one month of approval of this Special Use Case so that a 
prospective buyer will be alerted to that requirement. 

 
 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That the proposed Special Use complies with the Zoning Ordinance regarding 

 number of dwellings allowed on a property. 
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D. The Zoning Administrator shall not authorize a Zoning Use Permit Application or 
issue a Zoning Compliance Certificate on the subject property until the lighting 
 specifications in Paragraph 6.1.2.A. of the Zoning Ordinance have been met. 

  
  The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  That exterior lighting for the proposed Special Use meets the requirements  

  established for Special Uses in the Zoning Ordinance.  
  

E. A Change of Use Permit shall be applied for within 30 days of the approval of Case 
822-S-15 by the County Board.  

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  The establishment of the proposed use shall be properly documented as 

required by the  Zoning Ordinance.   
 
F. Approval of the Special Use Permit limits its operations to the existing large shed, the 

existing salt shed, the existing parking and vehicle maneuvering area, the proposed 
shed, the proposed concrete and gravel parking areas adjacent to the proposed shed, 
and the house. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That any additional construction on the subject property only be for personal 

 use and not for expanding the Special Use. 
 
G. With the exception of vehicles being used for late night snow removal and deicing 

events, all vehicles, trailers, and equipment used in the Special Use Permit must be 
parked indoors when onsite between the hours of 10PM and 7AM. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  To comply with the Champaign County Nuisance Ordinance regarding noise 

 impacts. 
 
H. All Zoning Ordinance requirements for a Rural Home Occupation, except for the fuel 

tanks and ice melt and salt storage, apply to this Special Use Permit, except where 
other special conditions on the Special Use Permit are more restrictive. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 

 That the Special Use is no more intensive than a Rural Home Occupation. 
 

I. Outdoor storage and operations for the Special Use are limited to only those that are 
specified on the approved site plan.  

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 

 That activities approved under the Special Use Permit do not expand beyond 
 the intent of the Zoning Ordinance.  
 

J. Within six months of the approval of the Special Use Permit, a door must be installed 
on the salt storage shed that will be closed completely when the salt is not being 
accessed. 
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 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That all storage and operations related to the Special Use are completely 

 indoors. 
 
K. The petitioner must plant evergreen screening from the northeast property corner 

along the east lot line to screen the proposed shed and then westward to screen the 
south face of the proposed shed. The approved Site Plan must indicate the location of 
the evergreen screening. As per standard Department practice, a vegetative screen 
must (1) consist of an evergreen species and (2) the actual plants must be 2/3 of 
desired height at time of planting and (3) the selected evergreen species must provide 
50% of the required screen within 2 years and (4) if recommended spacing of a single 
row of the selected evergreen species will not provide 50% screen in 2 years, then 
screen must be planted in staggered rows. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  To promote public health, safety, and general welfare that is a purpose of the 

 Zoning Ordinance.  
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DOCUMENTS OF RECORD 
 
1. First Notice of Zoning Violation dated November 17, 2015 
 
2. Second (Informational) Letter regarding violation dated December 10, 2015 
 
3. Application for Special Use Permit received December 17, 2015, with attachments: 

• Site Plan for Lot 1 Meadow Ridge Subdivision (incomplete) 
• Floor plans of Shed with dwelling unit and salt/mulch storage 
• Letter from Nick Brian (Greenside Lawn Care) 
• Elevations for main residence drawn by Signature Homes 
• Final Plat of Subdivision for Meadow Ridge Subdivision 
• Tax Map for Sections 17 and 20 showing property location 

 
4. Letter from Carl Webber received December 17, 2015 
 
5. Revised Site Plan received January 13, 2016 via email from Nick Brian 
 
6. Natural Resources Report received January 25, 2016 from Champaign County Soil and Water 

Conservation District 
 
7. Email from Nick Brian received February 11, 2016 regarding fuel tanks 
 
8. Zoning Use Permit 126-10-02 with Approved Site Plan dated May 11, 2010 
 
9. Zoning Use Permit 152-12-02 with Approved Site Plan dated June 8, 2012 
 
10. Preliminary Memorandum dated February 17, 2016, with attachments:  
 A Case Maps (Location, Land Use, Zoning) 
 B Site Plan received December 17, 2015 
 C Floor plans of Shed with dwelling unit and salt/mulch storage received December 17, 2015 
 D Final Plat of Subdivision received December 17, 2015 
 E Zoning Use Permit #126-10-02 with Approved Site Plan dated May 11, 2010 
 F Zoning Use Permit #152-12-02 with Approved Site Plan dated June 8, 2012 
 G Revised Site Plan received via email from Nick Brian on January 13, 2016 
 H Annotated Aerial Photograph created by staff on February 3, 2016 
 I  First Notice of Zoning Violation dated November 17, 2015 
 J Second (Informational) Letter regarding violation dated December 10, 2015 
 K Letter from Nick Brian (Greenside Lawn Care) received December 17, 2015 
 L Letter from Carl Webber received December 17, 2015 
 M Natural Resources Report received January 25, 2016 from Champaign County Soil and  
  Water Conservation District 
 N Email from Nick Brian received February 11, 2016 regarding fuel tanks 
 O Site Visit Photos taken December 4, 2015 
 P   Preliminary Summary of Evidence, Finding of Fact, and Final Determination dated  
  February 17, 2016 
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11. Supplemental Memorandum #1 dated February 22, 2016, with attachments: 
 A Lighting specifications and email to Nick Brian dated February 19, 2016  
 B  Letter of Opposition (with attachments) from Carl Webber, Attorney for the Carpenters,  
  received February 22, 2016  
 
12. Supplemental Memorandum #2 dated February 23, 2016, with attachments: 
 A Comparison Table of proposed use – Special Use Permit and Rural Home Occupation  
  regulations 
 
13. Supplemental Memorandum #3 dated May 19, 2016, with attachments: 
 A Request for information from staff after the February 25, 2016 public hearing, sent to the  
  Petitioners March 2, 2016 
 B Revised Site Plan received May 9, 2016 
 C Documentation of requested information received May 16, 2016 
 D Email from Felicia Burton received April 7, 2016 
 E Email from Nick Brian regarding outdoor lighting received April April 8, 2016 
 F Email from Jonathon Manuel received May 10, 2016 
 G Comparison Table of proposed use – Special Use Permit and Rural Home Occupation  
  regulations (previously distributed as Attachment A to Supplemental Memorandum #2  
  dated February 23, 2016) 
 H Draft minutes from February 25, 2016 ZBA meeting 
 I Exhibit G from Letter of Opposition (with attachments) from Carl Webber, Attorney for  
  the Carpenters, received February 22, 2016 and first distributed to ZBA on February 25,  
  2016 
 J Letters of Support from the Stutsmans and the Myers, received February 25, 2016 
 K Email from Jeff and Sarah Carpenter received May 19, 2016, with attachments:  

• Cover letter dated May 18, 2016 
• Two photos 
• Letter from the Carpenters to the Brians, dated March 21, 2016 
• Letter from Bryan Bradshaw, former owner of the Carpenter property, dated August 

11, 2010 
• Appraisal of Carpenter property by James H Webster, MAI, SRA dated March 21, 

2016 
 L Letter from Carl Webber, Attorney for the Carpenters, dated May 19, 2016 
 M Revised Summary of Evidence dated May 19, 2016
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
From the documents of record and the testimony and exhibits received at the public hearing for zoning 
case 822-S-15 held on February 25, 2016 the Zoning Board of Appeals of Champaign County finds that: 
 
1. The requested Special Use Permit {IS / IS NOT} necessary for the public convenience at this 

location because:_________________________________________________________________ 
  
2. The requested Special Use Permit {SUBJECT TO THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS IMPOSED 

HEREIN} is so designed, located, and proposed to be operated so that it {WILL NOT / WILL} be 
injurious to the district in which it shall be located or otherwise detrimental to the public health, 
safety, and welfare because: 
a. The street has {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE} traffic capacity and the entrance location 

has {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE} visibility. 
b. Emergency services availability is {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE} {because*}: 
c. The Special Use {WILL / WILL NOT} be compatible with adjacent uses {because*}: 
d. Surface and subsurface drainage will be {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE} {because*}: 
e. Public safety will be {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE} {because*}: 
f. The provisions for parking will be {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE} {because*}: 
(Note the Board may include other relevant considerations as necessary or desirable in each case.) 

*The Board may include additional justification if desired, but it is not required. 

3a. The requested Special Use Permit {SUBJECT TO THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS IMPOSED 
HEREIN} {DOES / DOES NOT} conform to the applicable regulations and standards of the 
DISTRICT in which it is located. 

 
3b. The requested Special Use Permit {SUBJECT TO THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS IMPOSED 

HEREIN} {DOES / DOES NOT} preserve the essential character of the DISTRICT in which it is 
located because: 
a. The Special Use will be designed to {CONFORM / NOT CONFORM} to all relevant 

County ordinances and codes. 
b. The Special Use {WILL / WILL NOT} be compatible with adjacent uses. 
c. Public safety will be {ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE}. 

4. The requested Special Use Permit {SUBJECT TO THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS IMPOSED 
HEREIN} {IS / IS NOT} in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the Ordinance 
because: 
a. The Special Use is authorized in the District. 
b. The requested Special Use Permit {IS/ IS NOT} necessary for the public convenience at 

this location. 
c. The requested Special Use Permit {SUBJECT TO THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

IMPOSED HEREIN} is so designed, located, and proposed to be operated so that it 
{WILL / WILL NOT} be injurious to the district in which it shall be located or otherwise 
detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare. 

d. The requested Special Use Permit {SUBJECT TO THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
IMPOSED HEREIN} {DOES / DOES NOT} preserve the essential character of the 
DISTRICT in which it is located. 
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5. The requested Special Use IS NOT an existing nonconforming use. 

6. {NO SPECIAL CONDITIONS ARE HEREBY IMPOSED / THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
IMPOSED HEREIN ARE REQUIRED TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE CRITERIA 
FOR SPECIAL USE PERMITS AND FOR THE PARTICULAR PURPOSES DESCRIBED 
BELOW: 
A.       This Special Use Permit is for a “lawn care and snow removal” Contractor’s Facility 

(with  outdoor storage and/or outdoor operations as noted on the site plan) and an 
office that contains a dwelling unit that is not used as a dwelling. 

 
 The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  To ensure as much as possible that the Special Use Permit is conducted in  

 conformance with the testimony and evidence presented in the public hearing. 
 
B. The Special Use Permit cannot be conveyed to a different owner. 
 
 The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  To ensure that the Special Use Permit only applies to the applicant Nicholas  

 Brian who has provided the testimony and evidence presented in the public  
 hearing. 

 
C. In the event that the Contractor’s Facility ceases to exist, the right to a second 

dwelling unit will become void. A Miscellaneous Document must be filed with the 
Recorder of Deeds within one month of approval of this Special Use Case so that a 
prospective buyer will be alerted to that requirement. 

 
 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That the proposed Special Use complies with the Zoning Ordinance regarding 

 number of dwellings allowed on a property. 
 

 
D. The Zoning Administrator shall not authorize a Zoning Use Permit Application or 

issue a Zoning Compliance Certificate on the subject property until the lighting 
specifications in Paragraph 6.1.2.A. of the Zoning Ordinance have been met. 

  
 The special condition stated above is required to ensure the following:   
  That exterior lighting for the proposed Special Use meets the requirements  

 established for Special Uses in the Zoning Ordinance.  
  

E. A Change of Use Permit shall be applied for within 30 days of the approval of Case 
822-S-15 by the County Board.  

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  The establishment of the proposed use shall be properly documented as 

 required by the Zoning Ordinance.   
 
F. Approval of the Special Use Permit limits its operations to the existing large shed, the 

existing salt shed, the existing parking and vehicle maneuvering area, the proposed 
shed, the proposed concrete and gravel parking areas adjacent to the proposed shed, 
and the house. 
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 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That any additional construction on the subject property only be for personal 

 use and not for expanding the Special Use. 
 
G. With the exception of vehicles being used for late night snow removal and deicing 

events, all vehicles, trailers, and equipment used in the Special Use Permit must be 
parked indoors when onsite between the hours of 10PM and 7AM. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  To comply with the Champaign County Nuisance Ordinance regarding noise 

 impacts. 
 
H. All Zoning Ordinance requirements for a Rural Home Occupation, except for the fuel 

tanks and ice melt and salt storage, apply to this Special Use Permit, except where 
other special conditions on the Special Use Permit are more restrictive. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 

 That the Special Use is no more intensive than a Rural Home Occupation. 
 

I. Outdoor storage and operations for the Special Use are limited to only those that are 
specified on the approved site plan.  

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 

 That activities approved under the Special Use Permit do not expand beyond 
 the intent of the Zoning Ordinance.  
 

J. Within six months of the approval of the Special Use Permit, a door must be installed 
on the salt storage shed that will be closed completely when the salt is not being 
accessed. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  That all storage and operations related to the Special Use are completely 

 indoors. 
 
K. The petitioner must plant evergreen screening from the northeast property corner 

along the east lot line to screen the proposed shed and then westward to screen the 
south face of the proposed shed. The approved Site Plan must indicate the location of 
the evergreen screening. As per standard Department practice, a vegetative screen 
must (1) consist of an evergreen species and (2) the actual plants must be 2/3 of 
desired height at time of planting and (3) the selected evergreen species must provide 
50% of the required screen within 2 years and (4) if recommended spacing of a single 
row of the selected evergreen species will not provide 50% screen in 2 years, then 
screen must be planted in staggered rows. 

 
 The above special condition is required to ensure the following: 
  To promote public health, safety, and general welfare that is a purpose of the 

 Zoning Ordinance.  
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FINAL DETERMINATION 
 
The Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals finds that, based upon the application, testimony, and 
other evidence received in this case, the requirements of Section 9.1.11B. for approval {HAVE/ HAVE 
NOT} been met, and pursuant to the authority granted by Section 9.1.6 B. of the Champaign County 
Zoning Ordinance, determines that: 

The Special Use requested in Case 822-S-15 is hereby {GRANTED/ GRANTED WITH 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS / DENIED} to the applicant Nicholas Brian d.b.a. Greenside Lawn 
Care, to authorize the following as a Special Use on land in the AG-1 Agriculture Zoning 
District:  

 
Authorize a Special Use Permit for a Contractor’s Facility with or without outdoor 
storage and/or outdoor operations and an office that contains a dwelling unit that is 
not used as a dwelling in addition to an existing single family dwelling in the AG-1 
Agriculture Zoning District. 

 
{ SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL CONDITIONS: } 

 
A.        In the event that the Contractor’s Facility ceases to exist, the right to a second 
 dwelling unit will become void. A Miscellaneous Document must be filed with the 
 Recorder of Deeds within one month of approval of this Special Use Case so that a 
 prospective buyer will be alerted to that requirement. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That the proposed Special Use complies with the Zoning Ordinance regarding 
  number of dwellings allowed on a property. 

B. The Zoning Administrator shall not issue a Zoning Compliance Certificate for the 
 proposed Contractors Facility (with or without Outdoor Storage and Operations) 
 until the petitioner has demonstrated that the proposed Special Use complies with the 
 Illinois Accessibility Code.   

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That the proposed Special Use meets applicable state requirements for  
  accessibility.  

C. The Zoning Administrator shall not authorize a Zoning Use Permit Application or 
 issue a Zoning Compliance Certificate on the subject property until the lighting 
 specifications in Paragraph 6.1.2.A. of the Zoning Ordinance have been met. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That exterior lighting for the proposed Special Use meets the requirements  
  established for Special Uses in the Zoning Ordinance.  

D. A Change of Use Permit shall be applied for within 30 days of the approval of Case 
 822-S-15 by the County Board.  
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 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  The establishment of the proposed use shall be properly documented as  
  required by the Zoning Ordinance.   

E. Approval of the Special Use Permit limits its operations to the existing large shed, the 
 existing salt shed, the existing parking and vehicle maneuvering area, the proposed 
 shed, the proposed concrete and gravel parking areas adjacent to the proposed shed, 
 and the house. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That any additional construction on the subject property only be for personal 
  use and not for expanding the Special Use. 

F. With the exception of vehicles being used for late night snow removal and deicing 
 events, all vehicles, trailers, and equipment used in the Special Use Permit must be 
 parked indoors when onsite between the hours of 10PM and 7AM. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  To comply with the Champaign County Nuisance Ordinance regarding noise 
  impacts. 

G. All Zoning Ordinance requirements for a Rural Home Occupation, except for the fuel 
 tanks and ice melt and salt storage, apply to this Special Use Permit, except where 
 other special conditions on the Special Use Permit are more restrictive. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That the Special Use is no more intensive than a Rural Home Occupation. 

H. Outdoor storage and operations for the Special Use are limited to only those that are 
 specified on the approved site plan.  

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That activities approved under the Special Use Permit do not expand beyond 
  the intent of the Zoning Ordinance.  

I. Within six months of the approval of the Special Use Permit, a door must be installed 
 on the salt storage shed that will be closed completely when the salt is not being 
 accessed. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  That all storage and operations related to the Special Use are completely  
  indoors. 

J. The petitioner must plant evergreen screening from the northeast property corner 
 along the east lot line to screen the proposed shed and then westward to screen the 
 south face of the proposed shed. The approved Site Plan must indicate the location of 
 the evergreen screening. As per standard Department practice, a vegetative screen 
 must (1) consist of an evergreen species and (2) the actual plants must be 2/3 of 
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 desired height at time of planting and (3) the selected evergreen species must provide 
 50% of the required screen within 2 years and (4) if recommended spacing of a single 
 row of the selected evergreen species will not provide 50% screen in 2 years, then 
 screen must be planted in staggered rows. 

 The special condition stated above is necessary to ensure the following:  
  To promote public health, safety, and general welfare that is a purpose of the 
  Zoning Ordinance. 

The foregoing is an accurate and complete record of the Findings and Determination of the Zoning Board 
of Appeals of Champaign County. 

SIGNED: 

Eric Thorsland, Chair 
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals 

ATTEST: 

Secretary to the Zoning Board of Appeals 
 
 
Date 
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